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Why do America’s black gay and bisexual men have a higher H.I.V. rate than any country in the world?

By Linda Villarosa

June 6, 2017

arly on a balmy morning last October, Cedric Sturdevant began his rounds along the bumpy streets and back roads of
Jackson, Miss. Sturdevant, 52, has racked up nearly 300,000 miles driving in loops and widening circles around Jackson in
his improvised role of visiting nurse, motivational coach and father figure to a growing number of young gay men and
transgender women suffering from H.I.V. and AIDS. Sturdevant is a project coordinator at My Brother’s Keeper, a local

social-services nonprofit. If he doesn’t make these rounds, he has learned, many of these patients will not get to the doctor’s
appointments, pharmacies, food banks and counseling sessions that can make the difference between life and death.

Negotiating a maze of unpaved roads in Jackson in the company car, a 13-year-old Ford Expedition with cracked seats and
chipped paint, he stopped to drop off H.I.V. medication at a couple’s home. One of the men was H.I.V.-positive, the other negative;
they lived in the neighborhood locals call the Bottom, where every fifth or sixth home is abandoned, with broken windows, doors
hanging off hinges, downed limbs and dry leaves blanketing front yards. Sturdevant banged on the door of a small house, its yard
overgrown with weeds; he knew not to leave the package on the doorstep, where it could be stolen. After a while a young man
emerged, shirtless, shrugging off sleep. He had just gotten out of jail. Sturdevant handed him the package, shook his hand and
told him to “stay out of trouble.”

Sturdevant drove on another 15 minutes to pick up Marq (a shortened version of his name to protect his privacy), a teenager who
was still reeling from the H.I.V. diagnosis he received the previous spring. As they headed to and from a doctor’s appointment and
a meeting with a counselor, Sturdevant, slow-talking and patient, with eyes that disappear into his cheekbones when he smiles
and a snowy beard, gently grilled him, reminding him to stay on his meds. The teenager slumped in the back seat, half listening,
half checking his texts. He looked up briefly when Sturdevant told him, “You’ve come a long way. I’m proud of you.” But Marq
barely said goodbye as he jumped out of the car in front of a convenience store on an avenue scattered with a pawnshop, a liquor
store and several Baptist churches, and he all but admitted he was planning to spend the afternoon smoking weed and looking at
Instagram. “Knucklehead,” Sturdevant whispered, as the teenager slammed the door. Pulling off his favorite Dallas Cowboys
baseball cap and running a hand over his bald head, Sturdevant added softly, “Breaks my heart.”

These patients of Sturdevant’s are the faces of one of America’s most troubling public-health crises. Thanks to the success of
lifesaving antiretroviral medication pioneered 20 years ago and years of research and education, most H.I.V.-positive people
today can lead long, healthy lives. In cities like New York and San Francisco, once ground zero for the AIDS epidemic, the virus is
no longer a death sentence, and rates of infection have plummeted. In fact, over the past several years, public-health officials
have championed the idea that an AIDS-free generation could be within reach — even without a vaccine. But in certain pockets of
the country, unknown to most Americans, H.I.V. is still ravaging communities at staggering rates.

Last year, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, using the first comprehensive national estimates of lifetime risk of
H.I.V. for several key populations, predicted that if current rates continue, one in two African-American gay and bisexual men will
be infected with the virus. That compares with a lifetime risk of one in 99 for all Americans and one in 11 for white gay and
bisexual men. To offer more perspective: Swaziland, a tiny African nation, has the world’s highest rate of H.I.V., at 28.8 percent of
the population. If gay and bisexual African-American men made up a country, its rate would surpass that of this impoverished
African nation — and all other nations.

The crisis is most acute in Southern states, which hold 37 percent of the country’s population and as of 2014 accounted for 54
percent of all new H.I.V. diagnoses. The South is also home to 21 of the 25 metropolitan areas with the highest H.I.V. prevalence
among gay and bisexual men. Jackson, the capital of Mississippi, the country’s poorest state, is best known for blues, barbecue
and “The Help.” It also has the nation’s highest rate — 40 percent — of gay and bisexual men living with H.I.V., followed by
Columbia, S.C.; El Paso; Augusta, Ga.; and Baton Rouge, La. In Jackson, a small city of just over 170,000, half a dozen black gay
or bisexual men receive the shock of a diagnosis every month, and more than 3,600 people, the majority of them black men, live
with the virus.

America’s Hidden H.I.V. Epidemic
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The South also has the highest numbers of people living with H.I.V. who don’t know they have been infected, which means they
are not engaged in lifesaving treatment and care — and are at risk of infecting others. An unconscionable number of them are
dying: In 2014, according to a new analysis from Duke University, 2,952 people in the Deep South (Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Texas) died with H.I.V. as an underlying cause, with the
highest death rates in Mississippi and Louisiana. Among black men in this region, the H.I.V.-related death rate was seven times as
high as that of the United States population at large.

Sturdevant, born and raised in Metcalfe, a tiny Mississippi Delta town of about 1,000, understands all too well the fear, stigma and
isolation that can come with being a black gay man in the South. “Growing up, I was taught that God was not fixing to forgive a
person who was homosexual,” Sturdevant said. “The Bible supposedly said you’re going straight to hell, automatically, there’s no
forgiveness. There were several times I thought about suicide. There were several times I wanted to get sick and die. Finally, my
thought was, I just want to get out of here.” He moved to Dallas, and then to Memphis.

When he learned he had H.I.V. in 2005, Sturdevant knew little about the virus and was too depressed and ashamed to tell anyone
at first. When his partner died the following year, he let the disease consume him. “I was weak, had a fever of 103, couldn’t even
keep down water,” he recalled. Sturdevant has shared his story too many times to count, to let young men know that he has been
there, too, and to help them understand that they can survive this plague. He also knows that many black gay and bisexual men
have been rejected and discarded, and has wrapped his arms around as many as he can grab hold of, treating them like family.
Sturdevant has two daughters from an early marriage and three grandchildren, but he says he feels just as strongly about his 16
or so unrelated “children,” most of them living with H.I.V. He feeds them, sometimes houses them, but mostly listens to them.
“Young black men feel abandoned and need someone they can believe in and who believes in them,” Sturdevant said as he drove
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past fields of fluffy cotton, his hands resting lightly on the steering wheel. “I told God I want to be able to help guys like me, that
didn’t grow up with their father, and they started coming to me, wanting to talk. After a while, they would bring other people to
me and say, ʻDad, can you help him, too?’ ”

Sturdevant moved his seat back, preparing for a long drive, and adjusted the radio to 107.5, the local R.&B. oldies station. Toni
Braxton’s wail — “I wish you’d hold me in your arms like that Spanish guitar” — filled the car. He was headed to a small town 90
miles east of the city to visit Jordon, an H.I.V.-positive 24-year-old. When Sturdevant himself was at his lowest point, he said, “I
looked something like this boy we’re going to see.”

He took a call from De’Bronski, one of the “sons” he has cared for and bonded with. Sturdevant met the young man in 2009 and
took him in; he later helped him deal with his H.I.V. diagnosis. “I love you, too,” Sturdevant told him. Then he turned down a dead-
end street and pulled up in front of the one-story brick home where Jordon lived. “I’m real worried about him,” Sturdevant said,
lowering his voice as he walked up the driveway’s cracked pavement toward the front door. Jordon had recently posted a photo of
his skeletal frame on Facebook, asking friends to “pray for me.”

As he stepped into Jordon’s stuffy bedroom, Sturdevant’s eyes scanned from a wheelchair leaning against the wall to a can of
Ensure on the bedside table before settling on the young man. He was rubbing his feet, wincing from H.I.V.-related neuropathy
that caused what he described as “ungodly pain.” Jordon’s round, hooded eyes were sunk deep into his face. Gray sweatpants
pooled around his stick-thin legs, so fragile they looked as if you could snap them in two. His arms were marked with scars from
hospital visits and IVs. Over six feet tall, he weighed barely 100 pounds. He smiled slightly when he saw Sturdevant, dimples
folding into his hollow cheeks. “Hey, Mr. Ced,” he said, his voice raspy.

In February 2016, Jordon suddenly found himself too weak and tired to attend the community-college classes he had enrolled in;
he could hardly lift his head from his mother’s couch. He wasn’t accustomed to being sick and had tested negative for H.I.V. just
five months before, so thinking he had a bad cold, he waited weeks before his family forced him to go to the emergency room at a
hospital in his small town, where he was tested again. “The doctor said to me, ʻYour H.I.V. is so bad — how could you not know?’ ”
Jordon recounted through tears. He ended up in intensive care for three weeks. “I honestly didn’t believe it.” He paused and then
added quietly, “It was the worst day of my life.”

With effort, Jordon sat up slightly, untangling himself from a jumble of sheets. Sturdevant asked how he was doing, and he
cataloged a laundry list of what he called his “old man” ailments. “I’ve had everything — diarrhea, hemorrhoids, now this
neuropathy,” he said. “My body hates me.” Once a month, his mother or grandmother drove him to medical appointments in
Jackson, to receive care from providers experienced in treating people living with H.I.V. and to avoid the small-town gaze at the
local facilities; there is no Gay Men’s Health Crisis for him to visit in his small town, as there would be if he lived in New York.
“Everybody knows everybody here,” Jordon said. “At the hospital, they know my mom and my brother and my grandmother. I
would rather be around people who don’t know me.” Too ashamed to admit that he had the virus, Jordon had told few friends
about his diagnosis.

“Are you taking your medicine?” Sturdevant asked. For many young men, the H.I.V. diagnosis and the illness are so
overwhelming that maintaining a new and unfamiliar regimen of medication can be difficult. Jordon looked down. “Not as often as
I should.” When he saw Sturdevant’s glare, he continued, sounding like a little boy. “I hate taking medicine; I hate it. I have to take
six pills, now seven, eight, plus a shot —”

Sturdevant cut him off. “We all have to do this, Jordon. Don’t you want to get better?”

Jordon let his head fall back on the pillow. “I know I can get better, Mr. Ced,” he said, massaging his feet. “I just don’t know how
everything got so bad.”

Given the advances in research, information and treatment, it seems inconceivable that someone living with the virus today, like
Jordon, could look as if he had stepped out of the early years of the epidemic. And yet a series of fateful decisions and omissions,
dating back to the discovery of the disease, have led to a present that looks like the past — but only for some.

History marks the beginning of the American AIDS epidemic as June 5, 1981, when an issue of the C.D.C.’s Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report — the authoritative voice of the agency — highlighted five cases of pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP) in
previously healthy men in Los Angeles. Healthy people do not contract a disease like PCP, which had been largely confined until
then to patients on medication to suppress their immune systems for an organ transplant or cancer patients on chemotherapy.
Though not stated explicitly, the language of the report, by omitting race, implied that its “five young men, all active
homosexuals,” were white, which they were. But there were two more documented cases, not mentioned in the notice, and these
sixth and seventh cases were black — one of them a gay African-American, the other a heterosexual Haitian.
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Dr. Michael Gottlieb, the lead author of the report and a renowned physician specializing in H.I.V./AIDS, treated Rock Hudson
before he died of AIDS complications in 1985 and still practices in Los Angeles. Gottlieb said he is often asked why he didn’t
include in that first report the documented case of the gay African-American man, who had both PCP and cytomegalovirus, a
virus that attacks the organs of patients with compromised immune systems. He explains that he discovered the case after the
report was finalized. “Until recently, I wouldn’t have thought it mattered,” said Gottlieb, who said that he and others on the front
line were grappling with an unprecedented and frightening medical mystery and largely working in the dark. “But in retrospect, I
think it might’ve made a difference among gay black men.”

Including gay black men in the literature and understanding of the origins of the disease and its treatment could have meant
earlier outreach, more of a voice and a standing in H.I.V./AIDS advocacy organizations, and access to the cultural and financial
power of the L.G.B.T. community that would rise up to demand government action. But 35 years of neglect, compounded by
poverty and inadequate local health care infrastructure, have left too many black gay and bisexual men falling through a series of
safety nets.

This has been true of even the most recent advances. In 2010, the Obama administration unveiled the first National H.I.V./AIDS
Strategy, an ambitious plan that prioritized government research and resources to so-called key populations, including black men
and women, gay and bisexual men, transgender women and people living in the South. With a mandate to “follow the epidemic,”
several pharmaceutical companies and philanthropic organizations also started projects to help gay black men, particularly in the
Southern states. That same year, the Affordable Care Act and later the expansion of Medicaid in more than half of the country’s
states linked significantly more H.I.V.-positive Americans to lifesaving treatment and care.

In 2011, HPTN 052, a study of 1,763 couples in 13 cities on four continents funded by the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, found that people infected with H.I.V. are far less likely to infect their sexual partners when put on treatment
immediately instead of waiting until their immune systems begin to fall apart. This “test and treat” strategy also significantly
reduces the risk of illness and death. The data was so persuasive that the federal government began pushing new H.I.V./AIDS
treatment guidelines to health care providers the following year. And in 2012, the Food and Drug Administration approved the
preventive use of Truvada, in the form of a daily pill to be taken as pre-exposure prophylaxis (commonly called PrEP). It has
been found to be up to 99 percent effective in preventing people who have not been infected with H.I.V. from contracting the virus,
based on the results of two large clinical trials; an estimated 80,000 patients have filled prescriptions over the past four years.

But these measures have not extended to most black gay and bisexual men. A C.D.C. report in February noted that only 48
percent of black gay and bisexual men effectively suppress the virus with consistent medication, and the numbers are even lower
for these men in their late teens and 20s. In 2014, nearly one in five black gay men who had received a diagnosis of H.I.V. had
progressed to AIDS by the time they learned of their infection — which meant that they were generally very ill by the time they
began treatment. Only a small percentage of black people use PrEP to prevent contracting the virus, accounting for only 10
percent of prescriptions; the vast majority of users are white. Many black gay and bisexual men either can’t afford PrEP or don’t
know about it — they may not see a doctor regularly at all, and many medical providers haven’t even heard of PrEP.

Turning things around would mean expanding testing and providing affordable treatment for those who are positive — to stop
sickness and dying and also to block transmission of the virus. It would also require getting information and medication, including
PrEP, to those most at risk. Even more challenging would be reducing the stigma, discrimination and shame that drive gay and
bisexual men to hide their sexuality and avoid the health care system — and making sure providers have adequate resources and
understand how to care for H.I.V. patients.

“It’s deeply troubling when 50 percent of African-American gay men are expected to get H.I.V. during their lifetime, but it’s also
been a clarion call for all of us to improve on what we’re doing,” said Dr. Jonathan Mermin, the director of the C.D.C.’s National
Center for H.I.V./AIDS, Viral Hepatitis, S.T.D. and TB Prevention. “What we have been trying to do is ensure that we’re having
the greatest effect with the resources we’re provided.”

Few believe there is the kind of energy, leadership, money and political will in the current political climate to fix the situation in
the community that has fallen through the cracks for so long. And experts in the field have grown increasingly worried about the
new administration’s commitment to fighting the disease. Soon after President Trump’s inauguration, the web page of the Office
of National AIDS Policy, the architect of the National H.I.V./AIDS Strategy, was disabled on the White House website. The
president’s proposed budget includes a $186 million cut in the C.D.C.’s funding for H.I.V./AIDS prevention, testing and support
services. The congressional fight over the repeal of the Affordable Care Act, and the president’s declarations that “Obamacare is
dead,” have conjured a disastrous return to even more alarming conditions, like waiting lists for medication. As recently as 2011,
the AIDS Drug Assistance Program state-by-state list of people waiting for H.I.V. medication ballooned to over 9,000 people,
mostly poor black and brown men in Southern states.
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“The key to ending the AIDS epidemic requires people to have either therapeutic or preventive treatments, so repealing the
A.C.A. means that any momentum we have is dead on arrival,” said Phill Wilson, chief executive and president of the Black AIDS
Institute, a Los Angeles-based nonprofit. “For the most vulnerable, do we end up back in a time when people had only emergency
care or no care and were literally dying on the streets? We don’t know yet, but we have to think about it.”

June Gipson, president and chief executive of My Brother’s Keeper, the Jackson nonprofit Cedric Sturdevant works for, believes
that the repeal of the Affordable Care Act wouldn’t have an immediate catastrophic effect in her state — but only because things
are already so dire. Like most of the South, Mississippi refused Medicaid expansion, and nearly half of its citizens who are living
with H.I.V. rely on the Ryan White H.I.V./AIDS Program to stay alive. Named for an Indiana teenager who contracted H.I.V.
through a blood transfusion in the ’80s, this federal program provides funding for H.I.V. treatment and care for those who have no
other way to finance their medication. If the A.C.A. is repealed, Gipson said, “it just means that the entire country becomes
Mississippi.”

For nearly two decades, the United States has focused money and attention on the H.I.V./AIDS epidemic elsewhere. Barbara Lee,
the longtime United States representative from Northern California, has signed her name as a sponsor to every piece of major
federal H.I.V./AIDS legislation since she was first elected in 1998. In 2003, she was a co-author of legislation that led to the
President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (Pepfar). The five-year, $15 billion global strategy provided prevention, treatment
and care services to the countries most affected by the disease, almost exclusively in Africa. The largest international health
initiative in history to fight a single disease, Pepfar is considered a success story by any measure and a crowning achievement of
George W. Bush’s presidency.

Black America, however, never got a Pepfar. Though the raw numbers were much lower than in Africa, parts of our country
looked like the continent the program was created to save. Yet while buckets of money went overseas, domestic funding for
H.I.V./AIDS remained flat, and efforts to fight the disease here were reduced to a poorly coordinated patchwork affair. “When we
saw that the epidemic was out of proportion in the black community, we started calling for a domestic Pepfar that would bring
new resources to the effort, create clear and ambitious objectives and rebuild health care infrastructure around the country,” Lee
said. “But we just couldn’t get the administration to focus on a domestic plan.”

Greg Millett, a senior scientist for the C.D.C. for 14 years and a senior policy adviser for the Obama administration’s White House
Office of National AIDS Policy, put it more candidly. “During the Bush years, the administration dropped all pretense that they
cared about AIDS in this country,” said Millett, who is now the vice president and director of public policy at amfAR, the
Foundation for AIDS Research. “The White House said H.I.V. is only a problem in sub-Saharan Africa, and that message filtered
down to the public. Though the Bush administration did wonderful work in combating H.I.V. globally, the havoc that it wreaked on
the domestic epidemic has been long-lasting.”

Beginning in the late ’90s, the United States government funneled billions of federal dollars into abstinence-until-marriage
programs here and abroad. In place of effective sex education, these programs often discouraged condom use while teaching
abstinence as the only way to prevent the spread of AIDS — even as well-regarded research established that this kind of sex
education does not lower the risk of contracting H.I.V. and other sexually transmitted diseases.

During this time, many scientists, researchers and government administrators were afraid to speak openly about condoms,
needle exchange and L.G.B.T. issues for fear of reprisal and loss of funding. Community organizations became targets of anti-gay
crusades, subjected to intense scrutiny, including exhaustive audits, by federal agencies. “It is no coincidence that new rates of
H.I.V. infection among gay men, especially gay black men, began to spike sharply from 2000 on, because of an anti-science
campaign that allowed for little or nothing to be done for a maligned community simply due to ideology and bigotry,” Millett said.
“The hostile environment made funding effective H.I.V.-prevention programs, messages or research impossible for U.S.
communities most impacted by H.I.V.”

The election of Barack Obama brought renewed attention to the domestic epidemic and loosened the conservative grip on the
federal government’s prevention and research agenda. At the first post-Bush national H.I.V.-prevention conference in 2009,
Christopher Bates, then the director of H.I.V./AIDS policy for Health and Human Services and interim executive director of the
Presidential Advisory Council on H.I.V./AIDS, kicked off the event in Atlanta by jumping onstage with duct tape on his mouth,
ripping it off and shouting, “Finally, I can speak!” On World AIDS Day in 2011, Obama directly addressed the H.I.V. crisis among
gay black men in a speech at George Washington University: “When new infections among young black gay men increase by
nearly 50 percent in three years, we need to do more to show them that their lives matter.”
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But good intentions have not translated into enough funding and resources — from either the government or philanthropic
organizations. Good intentions also have not counteracted the crippled medical infrastructure in states like Mississippi, which the
Commonwealth Fund, an independent health-policy research foundation, ranks dead last in more than 40 measures of health-
system performance. A 2014 study conducted by Dr. David Holtgrave of the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
found that to make any real progress in the H.I.V./AIDS crisis among black gay and bisexual men in the United States, the
government would need to invest an additional $2.5 billion to address unmet testing, care, treatment and prevention needs.
Despite the higher H.I.V. diagnosis and death rates in the Deep South, the region received $100 less in federal funding per person
living with H.I.V. than the United States over all in 2015.

As the center of the epidemic has moved from New York and San Francisco to the smaller cities in the South, and from gay white
men of means to poorer people of color, L.G.B.T. advocacy and fund-raising has shifted to marriage equality. In 2013, H.I.V.
activists persuaded 35 L.G.B.T. leaders to sign a statement and create a video imploring the greater gay community to recommit
to the AIDS struggle. The message: “We need you to come back.” But of $168 million in H.I.V./AIDS philanthropic dollars spent in
the United States in 2015, $31 million was disbursed to the South, just 19 percent of total H.I.V. philanthropy in the United States;
only $26 million directly targeted African-Americans, and just $16 million went directly to gay and bisexual men, according to the
organization Funders Concerned About AIDS.

During Millett’s decades in government and nonprofit organizations, he has combed through mounds of data about H.I.V./AIDS
and black gay and bisexual men. Two years ago, he and his amfAR colleagues published a comprehensive report titled “H.I.V. and
the Black Community: Do #Black(Gay)Lives Matter?” When the calm, usually sunny Millett, known for his bookish blue glasses
and ready smile, talks about what he calls this “perfect storm,” his voice takes on a harder edge. “We are going to eventually end
AIDS in the United States, but I fear it’s not going to happen for black M.S.M.,” he said, referring to men who have sex with men.
“We have waited too long. With so many black gay men already infected, the horse is already out of the barn.”

On Saturday nights, men of color in and around Jackson make their way to the gay club Metro. The windowless building with
royal blue paint peeling off aluminum siding stands on Highway 80 next to a run-down car shop and has no sign out front; you
just have to know. One evening in October, Cedric Sturdevant walked through the dim front room with Regi Stevenson and James
Watson, two 20-something colleagues at My Brother’s Keeper. A handful of guys were J-Setting, dancing in the exuberant style
that pays homage to the Prancing J-Settes — Jackson State University’s famous all-female dance squad — combined with a
splash of vogueing straight out of Harlem’s drag ballroom scene. The three men watched the dancers performing tightly
choreographed moves using chairs as props, before greeting their friend Jermerious Buckley, 30, resplendent in green contacts
and red four-inch heels, leaning against the bar.

In a too brightly lit wood-paneled back room, Sturdevant and the younger men set up a table, displaying brochures, condoms,
lube and a few lollipops. Stevenson and Watson, both open, friendly and handsome, attracted a few guys to the table, but mainly
ones who had already heard the protect-yourself-against-H.I.V. spiel. Stevenson pointed out that the crowd was sparse — maybe
50 men and a few transgender women — because so many Jackson residents were attending the annual state fair. “Anyway, it’s
always hard to make contact in the club,” he said. “I prefer one on one. That way it’s not, ʻI’m trying to educate you’; we’re just
talking and having fun. I tell them what I do, and they feel comfortable asking questions.”

Stevenson took out his phone and opened Jack’d, a hookup app popular with men of color. He pulled up his “professional” profile
— on which he’s smiling, clean-cut and buttoned-up amid a sea of bare chests and crotch shots. At the bottom he had put a link to
a website with information about PrEP; next to it he’d written: “Inbox me if you want to know more.” “I’ve gotten a bunch of
messages asking about side effects, how much it costs and does it work,” Stevenson said. He and Watson said they take the
medication “just in case.”

After an hour they folded up the table and stuffed the condoms and brochures back into a gym bag, dropped it next to Sturdevant,
who was sipping a syrupy cocktail from a can, and headed out to the dance floor. A remix of Rihanna’s “Where Have You Been”
came on, so loud the walls shook. Like everyone else, Stevenson and Watson, who are dance coaches and choreographers, had
perfected their moves from watching YouTube videos of the Prancing J-Settes. Stevenson bent and thrust, at once explosive,
angular and precise. Watson’s face was still as a stone; as he snapped his neck to the side, his waist-length dreadlocks whipped
around his head. After a few songs, the music ended as the club prepared for a 1 a.m. drag show. Stevenson, sweaty and
breathless, melted into a conversation with other dancers.

Everybody knows everybody else in Jackson’s small, tight-knit black gay community, and most men will find their sexual
partners in this network. Most scientists now believe that risk of contracting H.I.V. boils down to a numbers game rather than a
blame game: If the virus is not present in your sexual network, you can have unprotected sex and not get infected. But if you are
in a community, like Jackson, where a high percentage of gay and bisexual men are infected with H.I.V. — and many don’t know it
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and go untreated — any unprotected sexual encounter becomes a potential time bomb. This explanation of “viral load” helps
dispel the stubbornly held notion that gay and bisexual black men have more sex than other men, a false perception embedded in
the American sexual imagination and fueled by stereotypes of black men as hypersexual Mandingos dating back to slavery.

“Black men are not just out here having unprotected sex willy-nilly; the science disproves that,” said Terrance Moore, deputy
executive director of the National Alliance of State and Territorial AIDS Directors in Washington. He pointed to stacks of studies
over the years, including a groundbreaking, exhaustive 2006 data dive led by Greg Millett that was published in The American
Journal of Public Health. In this and other studies, Millett and his colleagues found that gay black men engage in risky sexual
practices no more frequently, are as consistent about condom use and have fewer sex partners than their nonblack peers. “It’s
that the viral load in communities of black gay men is higher, which puts them at disproportionate risk,” Moore explained. “Plus,
these are the same individuals that are dealing with structural barriers around lack of employment, lack of education and
opportunities, transportation and, of course, very, very overt institutional racism.”

An elevated viral load in a smaller sexual network (because most people still tend to have sex with people of the same race),
amplified by the structural issues that Moore pointed to, also explains why H.I.V. rates have always been disproportionately high
in the black community over all. But in the first decades of the epidemic, these ideas and explanations had not been widely
accepted to explain the growing body of data pointing to fast-rising numbers of H.I.V. cases among black heterosexuals — in rates
unmatched by those of white Americans. In fact, the African-American community was largely in denial about the fact that
H.I.V./AIDS was a black issue. Worse, most believed the disease was a conspiracy on the part of the federal government to kill off
the race, God’s punishment for homosexuality or simply not a subject for polite conversation, because the disease was thought to
be connected to promiscuity and crack and heroin use.

The community’s awakening came in 1991, when Magic Johnson tearfully announced, “Because of the H.I.V. virus I have obtained,
I will have to retire from the Lakers today,” and warned, “It can happen to anyone.” By 1994, AIDS had become the No. 1 killer of
all African-Americans ages 25 to 44. The virus was 16 times as common in black women as in their white counterparts — and the
gap would widen over the next few years. I was an editor at Essence in 1994 when the magazine’s editor in chief, Susan L. Taylor,
insisted that we shine a light on the disturbing increase of H.I.V. among African-American women by putting Rae Lewis
Thornton, a Chicago woman who described herself as “young, educated, drug-free and dying of AIDS,” on the cover.

I had been writing about AIDS in the black community since the mid-’80s but had never seen anything like the coordinated efforts
that started in the late ’90s, when civil rights groups, politicians, clergy, fraternities and sororities and celebrities stepped up to
encourage testing and distribute prevention information. All the major black publications collaborated in a highly visible
campaign to spotlight the disease as a major health crisis. Black churches created AIDS ministries and offered H.I.V. testing —
and the number of congregations participating in the Black Church Week of Prayer for the Healing of AIDS ballooned to more
than 10,000.

During the 2004 election, the PBS journalist Gwen Ifill brought the issue to the mainstream stage as the moderator for the vice-
presidential debate. She asked the candidates Dick Cheney and John Edwards what they planned to do to end the spread of
H.I.V./AIDS — “not about AIDS in China or Africa, but AIDS right here in this country” — among black women. Cheney replied
that he was not aware of the numbers, while Edwards spent more than a minute discussing AIDS in Africa. In 2006, I attended the
International AIDS Conference in Toronto with a delegation of black journalists, civil rights leaders, government officials,
politicians and celebrities, including the singer Sheryl Lee Ralph, Representatives Maxine Waters and Barbara Lee, the Rev.
Jesse Jackson and Julian Bond, chairman of the N.A.A.C.P., who famously announced, “Now is the time for us to face the fact that
AIDS has become a black disease.”

Most of the lock-step mobilization efforts focused on preventing the disease in black women, who, for the most part, were
contracting the virus through sex with male partners. Though the C.D.C. and other agencies offered plenty of alarming statistics
confirming the high and growing numbers of H.I.V. cases and deaths among black women, there was a lack of empirical evidence
to clearly explain why the rates were so high. Experts in academia and government researchers tried to unravel a knotted tangle
of factors: Women were contracting the virus from bisexual men; higher rates of sexually transmitted infections among black
women facilitated the spread of H.I.V.; socioeconomic issues drove up the rates of all disease. The lack of research to create a
coherent explanation was further confounded by a reluctance on the part of some scientists and activists to perpetuate the
dangerous myth of black women as sexually promiscuous — another holdover from slavery.

Given the confusion, it was simplest to latch onto the most provocative idea: that black gay men, who we knew were also
contracting H.I.V. in high numbers, provided a “bridge to infection” to black heterosexual women, a phrase I first heard from
researchers at a medical conference. As the theory went, closeted black gay men were using women as unsuspecting “cover girls”
to hide their sexuality and then infecting them with H.I.V. In my reporting for both The Times and Essence, I found no shortage of
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anecdotal accounts of H.I.V.-positive women who were infected by male partners who had been having sex with other men in
secret. As a black lesbian myself, I understood the stigma, shame and fear that could drive black gay men to create seemingly
straight lives while sleeping with men — and end up unwittingly infecting their female partners with H.I.V. This idea made a
certain amount of sense in the frustrating absence of scientific data.

In retrospect, the high rate of H.I.V. infection among African-American women was a result of a complicated combination of all
these factors, as well as the reality that after decades of denial and neglect, the viral load piled up in black communities, making
any unprotected sexual encounter with anyone a potential “bridge to infection.” But two decades ago, in the midst of a very scary,
fast-growing epidemic, the down-low brother became the AIDS boogeyman. I first heard about the “D.L.” from J.L. King, an
author and self-proclaimed sex educator whom I interviewed in 2001. He had just warned a rapt audience of health care providers
and H.I.V. educators at an AIDS conference in Washington: “I sleep with men, but I am not bisexual, and I am certainly not gay. I
am not going to your clinics, I am not going to read your brochures, I am not going to get tested. I assure you that none of the
brothers on the down low like me are paying the least bit of attention to anything you have to say.”

King’s subsequent 2004 book, “On the Down Low: A Journey Into the Lives of Straight Black Men Who Sleep With Men,”
appeared on the New York Times best-seller list for a number of weeks and spawned two “Oprah” shows, an episode of “Law &
Order S.V.U.,” a BET documentary, a sequel by King and another book by his ex-wife. Ta-Nehisi Coates jumped into the fray in a
2007 essay for Slate that questioned why the myth of the “on-the-down-low brother” refused to die, referencing a controversial
2003 cover story in this magazine by a white writer who went into the scene to uncover closeted black men who lead double lives.

Keith Boykin, a former Clinton White House aide, became so incensed by the down-low hysteria that he wrote a 2005 best-selling
book, “Beyond the Down Low: Sex, Lies and Denial in Black America.” “Because the whole down-low story was doing a
disservice to the black gay community and creating a racially troubling narrative that black men who have sex with men were
villains, I felt I had to step in and correct the record,” said Boykin, a CNN commentator who teaches at Columbia University’s
Institute for Research in African-American Studies. “I think the near-decade-long obsession with the down low diverted our
attention into what was really a side issue.”

In 2010, after Oprah Winfrey ran her second show about the down low, again featuring King, Dr. David J. Malebranche, a black
physician and one of the country’s foremost experts on H.I.V. and black gay and bisexual men, wrote a heartfelt open letter to the
talk-show host. “We are not all self-loathing, secretive, unprotected-sex-having, disease-ridden liars,” Malebranche wrote. He
posted the letter on Oprah’s website, and after it was removed, posted it on his own Facebook page. People all over the world
shared the post, and it received hundreds of comments.

In the end, the organized H.I.V. outreach and education that proved successful to black women never translated to black gay men
— and the excessive focus on the down low sucked away critical time, energy and resources. Between 2005 and 2014, new H.I.V.
diagnoses among African-American women plummeted 42 percent, though the number of new infections remains unconscionably
high — 16 times as high as that of white women. During the same time period, the number of new H.I.V. cases among young
African-American gay and bisexual men surged by 87 percent.

On Wednesday evenings once a month, Sturdevant runs an H.I.V./AIDS support group in a stark conference room near the State
Capitol in Jackson. The meetings end promptly at 7:30 p.m., so the dozen or so young men can race home to watch “Empire.”
Sturdevant began October’s gathering with a prayer. “Hold hands and bow your heads — and take off that hat,” he said to Tommy
Brown, who had rushed in from his job at Popeyes. The willowy young man snatched off his baseball cap, embroidered with the
fast-food chain’s red-and-orange logo, and lowered his head. “Gracious God, we want to thank you once again for the unity that we
have here, Lord,” Sturdevant intoned in his gravelly baritone. “Thank you for showing us how to love each other and love
ourselves. We ask that you bring more people in that need somebody to talk to. That need the laughter. That need the
understanding.”

As the men settled into their seats, Sturdevant asked them to go around and “check in.” Jermerious Buckley, watchful behind
black rectangular glasses, with no sign of the makeup and colorful pumps he wore on weekends at Metro, told the group, “I’m
doing a whole lot better.” Last year, he said, “Daddy,” as he called Sturdevant, had pulled him back from the dead, after he had
shrunk to 85 pounds, his arms covered with Kaposi’s sarcoma lesions, his kidneys failing. He felt like a “zombie,” he said, too weak
and hopeless to bother with his meds. Now Buckley thought he was finally strong enough to get back onto the pageant circuit
where he competed. From his phone, he pulled up a picture of himself as “Akeelah,” unrecognizable in a shimmery white body-
hugging gown and towering wig. “November in New Orleans — y’all wish me luck,” he said.
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The group turned toward Benjamin Jennings, who wore a serious expression, with a shock of long hair in dreadlocks flipped to
the side. When he said it was his first time there, everyone clapped. “I was diagnosed July 8 of this year, and my goal is to learn
everything that I can about this thing,” said Jennings, 21, talking in a tumble of words as he pulled at his cropped T-shirt. “The
first person I told was my mom. Thank God — I am so lucky to have her in my life.” He paused, looking into the faces of the men
around the table and speaking more slowly. “I used to keep my feelings bottled up, but then I started opening my mouth on it,” he
said. “I did everything to prevent this disease, but because of one slip-up I have it. Now I want to help anyone I can in any type of
way. My goal is to not to let anyone judge me or let this disease own me.”

The bias that black gay and bisexual men still face poisons the H.I.V. picture in Mississippi and throughout the South. In 2016,
Gov. Phil Bryant of Mississippi signed HB 1523, the Protecting Freedom of Conscience From Government Discrimination Act, one
of the country’s most sweeping and repressive anti-L.G.B.T. laws. Though currently blocked by federal court and under appeal,
the legislation, if allowed to proceed, would allow churches, religious charities and private businesses to deny services in a broad
variety of contexts to L.G.B.T. people.

Many say rejection feels most acute and painful from the institution that should offer sanctuary and support: the black church.
Individual congregations, religious organizations and clerics have made strides in openness and acceptance, but in general the
black church remains largely absent from and often hostile toward the L.G.B.T. community. An African-American pastor in
Jackson, the Rev. Edward James of Bertha Chapel Missionary Baptist Church, became a cringe-worthy symbol of homophobia in
December 2014 for his protest against same-sex marriage equality. News outlets and social-media accounts shared a photo of him
in his clerical robe, holding a sign that read: “Marriage is one man and one woman. Anything else is a perversion,” next to a horse
clad in a white wedding dress. “The church is someplace to go for release and spiritual comfort, but the church is actually fearful
for me,” said Buckley, who, growing up, attended Baptist services with his grandmother in the delta. “Now I stay at home on
Sunday. It’s too hard.”

All too often, when people living with H.I.V. in Jackson lack the support of their families, community and the church, they end up
in Grace House, a homeless facility on a sleepy block in the midtown section of the city. A cluster of four suburban-looking houses,
Grace House originally functioned as a hospice, where the sick came to die. Now that the infected are living longer — and the
numbers of gay and bisexual men with the virus continue to creep up — more and more young men are seeking shelter.

Until recently, Justin Huff, a former Jackson State student, shared a room on the second floor of Grace House’s main facility. He
was infected with H.I.V. a year and a half ago, when a man he met on Jack’d sexually assaulted him. He received his diagnosis just
after his 21st-birthday celebration. “I was throwing up and couldn’t eat anything for a few days; I thought it was from the
drinking,” Huff said. “When I went to the doctor, he was like, if I hadn’t made it in the next two days, I would’ve been dead.”

Frightened and overwhelmed, he eventually landed on the doorstep of Grace House. “I couldn’t believe I was living in a shelter,”
said Huff, who is now couch-surfing, applying for jobs at fast-food outlets and retail shops and attending Sturdevant’s support
group, determined to stay healthy. “I felt like I had no one. Off and on, I got tired of living, because all I was doing was basically
dying trying to stay alive.”

Behind Grace House is a small, quiet makeshift graveyard that holds the cremated remains of 35 or so residents whose families
did not pick up their bodies after they died. Ceramic angels, pieces of glasswork and other mementos left by friends in memory of
the deceased dot the patch of earth at the base of a pecan tree. Stacey Howard, 47, the director of programs, remembers one of the
last people buried there, a young man who was H.I.V.-positive and addicted to crack, who had lived off and on at Grace House
before he was found dead on the street in the spring of 2016.

“They had him at the local funeral home and were getting ready to turn his body over to the state, because no one would claim his
remains,” Howard explained as she leaned against the tree. “We got in touch with his family, who didn’t want anything to do with
him but at least signed the paperwork. I think it’s part of our responsibility that when someone in our community passes away, we
give them the dignity of a place to rest.”

On a late, lazy Sunday afternoon in early April, Sturdevant, in cutoff fatigues and a white tank top stained with barbecue sauce
stretched over his generous belly, was flipping chicken and rib tips on his grill. He had gathered his family — nearly two dozen
sons and daughters, some related by blood, most not — to his house in South Jackson for a family barbecue. His daughter
Tenisha, who had moved in with her two children in November, handed off 6-month-old Kory Cedric to her father. Sturdevant
nuzzled his grandson’s chubby cheek before passing him to one of his unrelated “sons,” Cord, who lifted the laughing baby high
over his head.
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Sturdevant had gathered the crew to announce that he was taking a new job. He would be the manager of the SPOT — Safe Place
Over Time — a new program located on the third floor of the Jackson Medical Mall in a former eyewear shop, funded by ViiV
Healthcare, a pharmaceutical company that produces a dozen H.I.V. medications. He would continue to provide services and
support for young gay and bisexual men and transgender women and still consult for My Brother’s Keeper. The new gig offered
Sturdevant autonomy, but also $8,000 more per year. “I had to wait until after Christmas to get presents for the children and
grandchildren,” he said, sipping cognac and Coke, ice cubes bouncing against the sides of a coffee mug, his cheeks rosy with
cheer. “I always want to be able to take care of my family,” he added, “to be able to say, ʻDon’t worry; I got you.’ ”

Despite the persistent anti-L.G.B.T. stigma and entrenched social and economic issues that cling to the South, Sturdevant feels a
complicated, bone-deep tie to the people and the place. When he encourages his “sons” and “daughters” to take care of
themselves and others, he is echoing the love and acceptance he received from his own large family. After years of hiding, when
he came out to his mother in his 20s, she told him, “I love you regardless.” When his family eventually found out that he was sick,
his mother and sister drove up to where he was living in Memphis, along with six carloads of aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews and
cousins. They tried to serve him plates laden with down-home food that he was too ill to eat and did their best to love him back to
health. In the hospital, he finally admitted to his mother he had AIDS. “She told me, ʻBoy, you gonna be all right; God got you,’ ” he
recalls, tearing up. In the end, they took him home. He moved back to his mother’s house in Metcalfe, with somebody from the
sprawling network of nearly 100 family members always close by, until he recovered. “They saved my life, and I’ll never forget
that,” he said.

Black gay and bisexual men and the organizations and activists that support them have come to the painful realization that the
nation and society have failed them and that they must take care of themselves and one another. Their group names and slogans
reflect a kind of defiant lift-as-we-climb self-reliance: My Brother’s Keeper; Us Helping Us in Washington; the Saving Ourselves
Symposium that takes place in Jackson this week; Our People, Our Problem, Our Solution, the tag line of the Black AIDS
Institute. Since last October, the young men in Sturdevant’s orbit have been supported by the fragile scaffolding that “Mr. Ced”
has constructed around them and with them. Jordon has gained weight and is up and walking. Marq has promised to stay on his
meds and has begun calling Sturdevant “Dad.” Benjamin Jennings has a new job as a corrections officer at a prison north of
Jackson. Jermerious Buckley is “mother,” as he puts it, to six gay “children” of his own.

But even Sturdevant knows he can’t save everyone. A shadow passes over his face and his voice grows low when he talks about
the one young man he couldn’t save. He remains haunted by him. A few years ago, a co-worker, Dot, suggested Sturdevant talk to
a quiet fair-skinned man who was struggling with his H.I.V. diagnosis. “I told him my story and let him know, ʻYou can do this,
too,’ ” Sturdevant recalled. “He was in denial and very secretive, but still, he got into treatment and was doing good.”

But when Sturdevant saw him again in January 2016, he had stopped taking his meds and had taken a bad turn. “He was nothing
but skin and bones,” Sturdevant said, looking down at his hands. “His eyes were bloodshot red. It almost looked like they were
bleeding. We took him to the clinic, but the doctor said, ʻGet him to the hospital immediately.’ ”

For the next two months, Sturdevant and Dot kept a close eye on the young man, scolding, nagging and pleading with him to stay
in treatment and to tell his family the truth so he would have someone to support him. On a Friday in March 2016, Sturdevant
arranged to visit him and take medication to his house. But when he arrived, there was no answer. “I banged on the door, and then
constantly called him all weekend,” Sturdevant said. “On Monday, they told me he had passed away.”

Sturdevant was devastated. Sometimes when he closes his eyes, he said, he still sees the smiling, fit and slender 27-year-old. “I
felt like I had failed,” he said, choking up. “I kept thinking, He was going to get better, so how could this happen?” He took a
breath, looking uncharacteristically tired, his eyes focused on a point off in the distance. “Listen, I know I can’t be there night and
day for everyone. But at this point now, I feel like I can’t lose another young man to this disease.”
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